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The DockyDock (Foam) Boat hull cover is bespoke, made to the boat’s specification.  

 

1– Receiving the Shipment. 

The DockyDock will be shipped in one or two parcels.  

2– Assembling the DockyDock. A large area is ideally needed with access to the 
water for the assembly of the DockyDock. This can be done on a boat yard near 
the slip way to make it easy to deploy the DockyDock into the water. It is also 
possible to assemble the DockyDock on the jetty if there is enough space e.g. a 
width of 2 metres would be sufficient.  

3- Help required: 
The DockyDock (foam) installation will require a minimum of 2 able bodied peo-
ple, and for a large DockyDock of more than 25ft, we recommend 3 people to 
help with the installation. Please watch the video for the assembly of the 
DockyDock before starting. It is advisable to inflate the two side chambers first, 
then assemble the tailgate metal at the back, followed by inflating the front 
chamber at the end. After completing the assembly, thread a rope of 8 mm to 
10 mm through the eyelets (grommets) all around the top collar of the 
DockyDock. 

4– If your boat mooring space has no suitable area for close-by assembly, this 
may result in assembling the DockyDock further away and towing the 
DockyDock in the water to your designated mooring space. The tailgate of the 
DockyDock MUST be lifted and closed (important), reducing the drag under the 
water, so the DockyDock can be towed away as you would with a boat. Don’t 
tow the DockyDock with the tailgate open, it must be closed! The inside of the 
DockyDock must be empty with no water inside.    
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Foam Assembly 

The foam will be marked and numbered as 

below:- 

P—Means port side 

 SB – Means starboard 

The foam has to be positioned around the 

DockyDock fabric to make it easier in selecting 

the correct foam number. 

The foam has an inner and outer core, to be 

locked with a pin, by inserting it and hammer-

ing it through.  

When all the layout is understood, you can 

proceed to insert the foam inside the 

DockyDock pockets.  

If the last piece is longer than the pocket, this 

is due to the heat expansion, you will need to 

cut it with the saw.  

 

Tailgate assembly next, to have the metal 

frame inside the tailgate pockets and connect-

ed to the brackets.  

 

If the DockyDock is longer than 40ft, it will 

have a “Bracing Frame”, this will require as-

sembly at the middle section of the 

DockyDock, in order to keep the DockyDock 

with a firm structure.               
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Metal assembly steps 

 Part 3 (Pivot arm) needs to be inserted in-

side the fabric pocket.  

 Part 6 (Central square tube) has to be in-

serted in the tailgate pocket.   

 Part 4 Sliding lock is to be inserted inside 

the tube to connect part 3 and 6 together, 

and the bolt holes will match.  

 Part 5 will be mounted on top of the fabric, 

and the fabric holes will matches the holes 

on the metal, then to be locked with the 

bolt.     

 The Pivot arm to be connected to the side 

brackets.  
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1– insert the and install 

brackets through the foam. 

2– insert the two (pivot arm) 

through the tailgate pocket.  

3- (Central square tube) has to be 

inserted in the tailgate pocket.   

4- Sliding lock is to be inserted inside 

the tube for connections  
5- Mount the  sliding leaver on top of the fabric, so the fabric 

holes will matches the holes on the metal 



You will be receiving two boxes:- 

1. The metal box 

2.  The DockyDock PVC fabric  
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The steps below must be followed in order. 

1– Assembling the brackets by inserting it through the 

foam.  

2– Assembling the tailgate frame. 

3– Connect the tailgate to the brackets.  

4– Check the DockyDock from any damages or cuts be-

fore deploying it in the water.  

5– Follow the warranty registry requirements as instruct-

ed online.   

Bracing frame  

The bracing frame is available for 

DockyDock sizes of 40ft and above.  

The installation is to be the last after you 

complete the DockyDock assembly. 

1– Insert the forks through the fabric 

pocket and the foam, until  the sharp end 

appears from the bottom.  

2– Install the frame to form a Pie shape. 

3– Position the Pie frame under the 

DockyDock, then connect and lock the 

bolts between the forks and the Pie 

shape frame.             
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